
France at war

Aux armes

Between missions abroad and at home, French military power is stretched thin
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heads swivelling from left to right. On this bright spring afternoon, the unit

has been deployed to patrol La Défense. But this is not a military site. It is a

shopping-mall and office-tower district to the west of Paris, named after a

statue commemorating the capital’s defence during the Franco-Prussian war.

The soldiers are part of Operation Sentinelle, patrolling the streets under

France’s state of emergency.

When the operation was first launched, patrolling transport hubs and places

of worship after the terrorist attacks in January 2015, the idea was to reduce

its size as the threat subsided. After terrorists struck Paris again last
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The government is now seeking a third extension of the state of emergency

to cover the European football championships this summer. Jean-Yves Le

Drian, the defence minister, says the operation will continue “as long as

necessary”.
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For military planners, this is a

challenge. Sentinelle is the biggest

military operation on home soil since

the Algerian war in the 1960s. The

French army had planned the capacity

to provide 10,000 soldiers for a

domestic emergency, but not

permanently. Now the strains are

showing. General Pierre de Villiers,

chief of the French armed forces, said

recently that the army was operating “at
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its limit”.

To try to meet the challenge, last year Mr Hollande raised defence spending

by €3.8 billion ($4.4 billion) over four years and expanded France’s

operational ground force from 66,000 to 77,000. But the extra soldiers will

take time to train. Meanwhile, the army has had to make do. Some exercises

have been cancelled. The number of training days between missions has

shrunk far below the NATO norm of 90. Last year 70,000 French soldiers took

part in Operation Sentinelle, some serving five or six rotations. There is “a

risk of being worn out between domestic and foreign operations”, said
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Meanwhile there have been complaints about “rustic” camp conditions in

Paris, and a lack of beds. Some soldiers are camping in empty former

defence-ministry offices. Families, a report noted, seem less tolerant of

absences when soldiers are sent to patrol Paris rather than on missions

abroad. Morale needs managing, too. The terrorist attacks have prompted a

surge in new recruits, but it is not obvious that they signed up to patrol

shopping centres.

In the longer run, France may have trouble maintaining its activist defence

and security policy abroad. Other European countries that deploy a heavy
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back an Islamist incursion in Mali; America’s RAND Corporation, a think-

tank, called it a model expeditionary force. It sent another 2,000 troops to

the Central African Republic, to control a “pre-genocidal” situation. France

was the first European country to join the American-led coalition striking

Islamic State in Iraq, and later Syria.

Overstretch could curb the capacity to respond to new threats. “Our technical

capacity is very good,” says General Vincent Desportes, a former army officer

and critic of Operation Sentinelle. “But clearly France is in no position to

commit to any further adventure.” French expeditionary culture is hardy: in
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RAND admiringly. But there is a pressing need

for more attack helicopters and drones.

Mr Le Drian has described facing the new

threat as “entering a different era”. A

parliamentary report last year referred to a

“change in paradigm”. The most recent

strategic defence review, though, was in 2013; it

is already outdated. If France’s domestic operation becomes permanent, say

analysts, the government will need to do much more than just reverse
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France’s pull-out from Afghanistan in 2014 did not much affect the allied

mission there, observes Camille Grand, director of the Foundation for

Strategic Research, a think-tank. But had it not intervened in Mali, “where

our troops are involved in real fighting”, there would have been serious

consequences for regional and ultimately European security. France is one of

the few Western countries that still projects force abroad. But with its new

domestic-security worries, it will need to spend more to continue doing so.
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